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Abstract. Live cell imaging in 3D platforms is a highly informative approach to visualize cell function and it is becoming more commonly used
for understanding cell behavior. Since these experiments typically generate large data sets their analysis manually would be very laborious and
error prone. This has led to the necessity of automatic image analysis
tools. Cell segmentation is an essential initial step for any detailed automatic quantitative analysis. When the images are captured from the 3D
culture containing proliferating and moving cells, cell-cell interactions
and collisions cannot be avoided. In these conditions the segmentation
of individual cells becomes very challenging. Here we present a method
which utilizes the edge probability map and graph cuts to detect and
segment individual cells from cell clusters. The main advantage of our
method is that it is capable of handling complex cell shapes because it
does not make any assumptions about the cell shape.

1

Introduction

Imaging of living cells in 3D environments is becoming more and more essential
tool to experimentally approach the fundamental questions about cell dynamics,
molecular regulation of cell migration, cell invasion and cell fates. 3D scaffolds
provide more realistic platform for cell cultures with respect to the physical and
biochemical properties of the micro-environment compared to 2D models. This
aspect is especially important in tumor cell cultures in which the composition
of the micro-environment contributes to the cell behavior and drug response [1].
As in 2D cultures the cells can be labeled with fluorescent dyes to help resolve
them from the background. However, in order to get statistically meaningful
results especially for high-throughput screening the cell density should be considerably high. In addition many cell types, such as epithelial and endothelial
cells preferentially form cell-cell contacts. In such conditions the incidences of
cell collisions and cell clustering increase. Many existing solutions for segmenting individual cells from cell clusters in 3D environments have been applied to
cell nuclei, which, unlike the cells themselves, retain rather constant shape over
time [2–4]. Shortcoming in nuclear labeling is that only a small fraction of cell
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is made visible and no conclusion on cell shape or extremities that mediate cellcell interactions can be made. Moreover, use of nuclear dyes, which are typically
excited with high energy low wavelength light, may adversely affect cell viability. Due to these factors, we decided to develop a segmentation method which
can efficiently detect individual cells from cell clusters in 3D time-lapse image
sequences without using nuclear labeling.
Confocal microscopy techniques have become a standard method for 3D
imaging of fluorescently labeled cells, however, they have lower resolution in
z-direction compared to resolution within a slice. Spinning disk confocal system
allow lower photo toxicity and fluorophore bleaching, and faster image acquisition rates than laser scanning confocal microscopes, thus advancing long term
live cell imaging in 3D. However, spinning disk provides lower confocality resulting in some blurring in z-direction due to light emitted by out of focus fluorescently labeled structures. Deconvolution can reduce this type of blurring but
does not always completely eliminate it. This blurring as shown in Fig. 1 makes
it more challenging to find accurate boundaries between cells.

Fig. 1. Optical slices of cells expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) captured using
spinning-disk confocal microscope. From left to right: Slice # 1,5,9,13,17,21,25 and 29
of a cell cluster. Slices towards cluster extremities are very blurred.

2

Related Work

Cell segmentation is a very broad research area due to wide variability in imaging
modalities, cell lines, stains, cell densities, acceptable level of manual oversight,
etc. We restrict ourselves to only fluorescent microscopy case. The initial cell
segmentation approaches used intensity thresholding, which is still popular [5]
and common in general purpose software due to its simplicity, acceptable quality
in many restricted situations and lack of any other general user-friendly method.
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In dense samples, cells often come in contact with each other and form clusters. To separate individual cells from these clusters is one of the major challenges
in cell segmentation. Difficulty of this task is due to lack of strong edges between
cells (in case their intensity is similar), presence of strong edges within cells (due
to non-homogeneous staining) and ability of cells to take wide variety of shapes.
One common approach [2, 6] to solve this issue is to assume that cells have a convex shape and when they form a cluster it results in creation of concave regions.
Points in these concave regions on cell boundaries are detected and then lines are
drawn between these points that minimize some cost function. This approach
[2] has been used to segment 3D cells by processing image stack slice by slice
and considering split lines in neighboring slices to maintain spatial coherence in
z-direction. These methods usually require setting multiple parameters, which is
difficult for many challenging sequences.
Another common approach is to detect some key-points or regions, one for
each cell, and use them to initialize level sets, watershed, or graph-cuts, for instance to obtain cell segmentation. The performance of these methods depends
heavily on detection of seeds, which control where and how many cells will be
detected. Some simpler methods use local peaks of intensity and distance transform [7] for seed detection. These methods suffer from over segmentation as they
are sensitive to cell texture and small shape distortions. Most popular methods
for detecting seeds use multi-scale blob detectors based on LoG (laplacian of
gaussian) [8, 9] or Hessian of gaussian [10] detectors. They either use same scale
along all axes [8] or in more general case [9] allow blobs to have different sizes
along different dimensions in addition to allowing them to rotate.
Another promising method [11] creates a tree of cell candidate regions using
MSER, which are scored based on a learnt cell appearance model. Then dynamic
programming is used to pick non-overlapping candidates which maximize the
total score. This approach unlike other methods does not make any assumption
about cell shapes and learns them from training data and as a result has the
potential of handling more challenging sequences.
Graph cuts have been used in the past for nuclei segmentation. Both [7, 8] first
used graph cuts to find the binary labeling, then they detected seeds and found
initial rough segmentation. Finally they refined the segmentation boundary by
using the initial segmentation and seeds to create a new multi-label graph, which
they solved using α-expansion and α-β-swap algorithms [12]. Our method has
similar structure but differs from them in details of how binary labeling, cell
seeds and final segmentation are found. Since we use edge probabilities instead
of blob detection [8] and distance transform [7] for cluster splitting, our method
can cope with more challenging shapes.

3

Method

This section outlines our cell segmentation method, which is also shown in Fig. 2.
Our method consists of four (for 2D images) or five (for 3D image stacks) stages.
First, image is pre-processed using median filtering and edge detector is used to
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Fig. 2. Flow chart showing the overview of our method.

compute edge probability at each pixel. Next, cells are separated from background using graph cuts, in which the intensity in local neighborhood of a pixel
is used to set terminal edge weights. In the third stage, seeds for individual cells
are found using another graph cuts stage, in which edge probability map is used
to adjust terminal edge weights. This is our main contribution as we propose a
new method for locating seeds for individual cells within a cell cluster without
making any assumption about cell shape. In the fourth stage, marker-controlled
watershed is used to find boundaries of individual cells. Since we are working
with an-isotropic 3D data, with low z-direction resolution and some blurring,
direct extension of this method to 3D faces some additional challenges. To overcome them, we first segment all 2D slices in a 3D stack and then in the fifth
stage 3D cell segmentation is obtained by connecting segmented objects within
adjacent segmented slices.
3.1

Edge Probability Map

We have used a state of the art edge detector [13] to generate an edge probability
map. This edge detector computes a large set of features from image gradients
within a small patch around a pixel at multiple scales and uses structured random
trees to output edge mask in a small section of input patch. The contribution of
multiple trees and output patches which overlap a given pixels are averaged to
obtain edge probability at that pixel. We train it to output edge probabilities at
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each pixel, E, as well as edge probability in both horizontal, Eh , and vertical ,
Ev , direction. The edge detector in its current form works only on 2D images. So
for 3D image stacks, we first compute horizontal and vertical edge probabilities
by processing each 2D slice separately and then obtain edge probabilities in zdirection, Ez , by slicing the stack parallel to yz-plane and applying edge detector.
Figure 3 shows the results of edge detector in all three directions, as can be seen
the edge probabilities in z-direction, Ez , are more blurred than Eh or Ev due to
factors mentioned in Section 1.

Fig. 3. From left to right: Slice (XY) # 13 and vertical slice (YZ) # 60 from a 3D
stack, Eh , Ev and Ez . Red line marks the intersection of XY and YZ slices.

3.2

Graph Structure

We use two separate graphs for binary labeling and cell seed detection. This
section details the common elements of these graphs. We represent a 2D image
(slice in the case of 3D image stack) by a two terminal grid based graph. Every
pixel in the image is represented by a node, referred to as grid node in the
text. Each grid node is connected to its neighboring grid nodes, we have used 4connected neighborhood. Each grid node is also connected to two terminal nodes,
source node is labeled cell/foreground and the sink node is labeled background.
The details of how the costs of edges between grid nodes and terminal nodes are
selected are provided in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
The cost of edge between neighboring grid nodes is used to enforce spatial
smoothness. It is the cost which has to be paid for assigning different labels to
two neighboring pixels. If both neighboring pixels are assigned same label then
no cost is paid. At the boundary between multiple touching cells and between
cells and background, this cost has to be low so that these pixels are not overpenalized. Everywhere else this cost has to be high. We have used the difference
of edge probabilities at neighboring grid nodes to set this cost according to:
edge(p, q) = C ∗ exp(

−|Ed (p) − Ed (q)|
)
σ

(1)
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where edge(p, q) is the cost of edge between two neighboring grid nodes, p
and q, Ed ∈ {Eh , Ev } is the edge probability value at p and q in the direction, d,
of edge between them. C is the maximum cost that a grid edge can take and it is
used to adjust the relative importance of terminal edges and neighborhood edges.
σ controls how quickly cost decreases as edge probability difference increases.
Figure 4 shows the costs of edges between grid nodes which are neighbors in
horizontal and vertical direction. Bright values indicate high cost edges which
can not be easily cut and dark values indicate low cost edges, which can be easily
cut to assign different label to neighboring nodes.

Fig. 4. Edge costs. From left to right: Slice from a 3D stack, edgeh (p, q) and edgev (p, q).

3.3

Binary Labeling

Binary labeling, which separates cell pixels from background pixels, is needed to
ensure that cell seeds do not expand into background regions when watershed
is applied to obtain cell boundaries. This stage is relatively easy but it still
involves some challenges due to photo bleaching and in-homogeneous absorption
of fluorescent dyes. There are cells which are very dark and can only be spotted
by a human observer when carefully going through the image. Attempting to
detect these cells has a trade-off, as any attempt to detect these dim cells results
in inclusion of blurred regions around cells, especially in z-direction, in the final
cell segmentation. This effect can be seen in Fig. 3, where blurred region above
a bright cell (top left corner in XY slice) has higher intensity than one darker
cell (above bottom right corner in XY slice).
Cell density and intensity profiles of individual cells differ significantly both
between sequences and within any particular sequence and the distribution of
image stack intensities has a very large peak at the beginning (dark background
pixels) which gradually dies as intensity increases and a second much smaller
peak at the highest intensity (due to overexposure). These issues make it difficult to automatically select a good cell intensity model, which is needed to
set the cost of terminal edges of graphs. Otsu thresholding and clustering based
solutions usually resulted in much higher threshold and they were only able to
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detect bright cells. To ensure that we are able to detect dim cells, we have computed terminal edge costs using a small window (larger than most cells) around
each pixel. At each pixel, contrast in the window is computed. If the contrast is
higher than a threshold then mean of the window is used as parameter, τ , otherwise region is assumed to be homogeneous (and consisting only of background)
and parameter, τ , is set to sum of mean of the window and a parameter γ, which
is selected empirically. For 3D image stacks, we use a 3D window to compute
the terminal edge costs. Computing terminal cost using intensities within a local
patch around the pixel helps in suppressing blurred regions around cells especially in z-direction for 3D image stacks. The terminal edge cost for this step are
computed using:
edge(BG, p) = exp(

−I(p)
)
τ (p)

edge(F G, p) = 1 − exp(

−I(p)
)
τ (p)

(2)
(3)

where edge(F G, p) is the cost of edge connecting the grid node p to source
(cell/f oreground) node, edge(BG, p) is the cost of edge connecting the grid node
p to sink(background) node, I(p) is the intensity at grid node p and τ (p) is the
parameter value at p, which incorporates neighborhood information.
The edge cost between neighboring grid nodes is computed using Eq. (1) but
a low value of C is chosen so that fine structures at cell boundaries are preserved.
The overall function which has to be minimized by min-cut in this stage is:
X
X
E=
(edge(Lp , p) +
edge(p, q) ∗ (Lp 6= Lq ))
(4)
p∈P

q∈N (p)

where P contains all pixels in the image, Lp and Lq ∈ {F G, BG} are the
labels for pixels at location p and q. N (p) is the set of all 4-connected neighbors
of node p. The first term, data term, in the above energy function forces bright
pixels to be labeled as cell and dark pixels as background, while the second term,
boundary term, ensures that there is spatial continuity in the labels of pixels by
penalizing neighboring pixels which have different labels. Min-cut of this graph
which minimizes Eq. (4), separates pixels into two classes, cell and background
(cell matrix). Figure 5 shows the costs of terminal edges and final labeling for
one slice from a 3D stack.
Since we are using a two terminal graph, its minimal cut can be computed
quickly. However for large image stacks, minimum cut solvers can still take significant memory so we have used Grid Cut [14], a fast multi-core max-flow/min-cut
solver with a low memory footprint, to find the min-cut of our graphs.
3.4

Cell Seed Detection

In this section, we describe how we use edge probability map to create a barrier
between touching cells within a cell cluster and use it to find cell seeds. We create a second grid graph as described in Section 3.2. The cost of edges between
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Fig. 5. Binary segmentation. From left to right: Slice from a 3D stack, edge(BG,p),
edge(FG,p), binary labeling.

neighboring grid nodes is computed using Eq. (1) but for this graph we choose
a higher value of C so that high edge probabilities within cell body due to inhomogeneous staining do not result in detection of multiple seeds. To separate
touching cells, we need to create a barrier between them. We create this barrier
by using the edge probability map, which has high values at boundaries between
cells and between cells and background. We increase the cost of edge between a
grid node and background terminal node where edge probability is high. Similarly we decrease the cost of edge between a grid node and foreground terminal
node where edge probability is high. This modification in terminal edge costs
compensates for extra cost that has to be paid for assigning background labels
to boundary pixels between cells. The cost of edges between terminal nodes and
grid nodes for this graph are computed using:
edge(BG, p) = exp(

−I(p)
) + D ∗ E(p)
τ (p)

edge(F G, p) = 1 − exp(

−I(p)
) − D ∗ E(p)
τ (p)

(5)

(6)

E(p) is the edge probability at pixel p obtained from edge detector, D is
the parameter which controls how much adjustment is needed to terminal edge
costs and is selected experimentally. If the edge probability map is very accurate
and sharp then a low value suffices but when the edges are blurred and their
probability is not very high, then a higher value has to be set to counteract the
influence of high intensity at boundary pixels between cells and force the pixels
to belong to background. The overall energy function which has to be minimized
is:

E=

X

((exp(

p∈P

+ (1 − exp(

−I(p)
) + D ∗ E(p)) ∗ (Lp == F G)
τ

X
−I(p)
) − D ∗ E(p)) ∗ (Lp == BG) +
edge(p, q) ∗ (Lp 6= Lq ))
τ
q∈N (p)

(7)
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This function is minimized by the labeling which assigns pixels with low
intensity and pixels with high edge probabilities, the background label and pixels
with high intensity and low edge probability, the foreground (cell) label. We find
the connected components within pixels labeled as cell and use them as cell
seeds. Figure 6 depicts the costs of terminal nodes for one slice from a 3D stack
in addition to the final detected seeds, which are labeled by seven repeating
colors.

Fig. 6. Cell seed detection. From left to right: Slice from a 3D stack, edge(BG,p),
edge(FG,p) and labeled cell seeds.

3.5

Watershed

Once we have obtained cell seeds, we can use multi-label graph cuts or watershed
for finding the cell region/boundaries. Multi-label graph cuts have been used in
the past [8] for this task but they require a cell intensity and shape model
to compute the cost of assigning a pixel to each of the terminal nodes. When
cells intensity profiles and shapes vary significantly, then use of simple model like
Gaussian model, especially for shape modeling, results in poor performance. This
is why we have decided to use watershed for this task. There are two obvious
candidates for topographic relief images, edge probability map and intensity
image, which can be used by watershed but they both have their weaknesses.
There is not always enough difference between the intensity of touching cells
to prevent expansion of one cell into another. There are also sometimes holes
in the edge probability map, which allow one cell to expand into another. We
have therefore decided to combine these two images according to R = E − I
and use the resulting image, R, as the topographic relief for watershed. Figure 7
shows these three different topographic reliefs. This results in better performance
by combining the strengths of both intensity (good barrier when intensity of
touching cells is different) and edge probability map (good barrier where edge
probability map is accurate). We also use the binary labeling from Section 3.3
to create a fence (by setting high value to boundary pixels) around foreground
pixels to restrict cells from expanding into background region. Then local minima
are created at cell seed locations and watershed transform is used to find the
cell boundary within a cell cluster.
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Fig. 7. Watershed relief. From left to right: Negative intensity image, edge probability
image and combination of edge and intensity image, R.

3.6

Slice Stitching

The method described so far can be extended to 3D and used for isotropic
3D stacks. However, we are working with an-isotropic 3D stacks, with lower zdirection resolution and blurring as mentioned in Section 1 and shown in Fig. 1
and 3. This often results in either significant distortion in shape of some cells
or failure to separate individual cells from a cell cluster. In order to solve these
problems we have decided to process 3D stacks slice by slice in 2D to obtain
initial 3D segmented stack and then merging the segmented objects in adjacent
slices to obtain final 3D segmentation of cells.
When computing edge probability map for each optical slice independently,
there arise situations, due to local variations in intensities, in which boundary
between cells within a cluster in some slices do not have high probabilities. In
addition to that near the extremities of cell clusters boundaries are also much
less pronounced due to blurring. These factors result in segmentation errors in
few slices. We deal with these errors by using segmentation of maximum intensity
image to guide slice merging process. For each detected cell in maximum intensity
projection, the best match based on overlap, ratio of area of their intersection
and union, is found in slice M of initial 3D segmented stack. This best matched
object is usually one of the sharpest slice of that cell. This cell is then expanded
in both z-directions by searching for best matching object, based on overlap
and chi-squared distance of their intensity histograms, in neighboring slice on
each side, slice M + 1 and M − 1. If a match is found on any side then it is
assigned the same label as that of current cell and placed in final segmented
stack. The cell template on that side is also updated for further search. If no
good match is found then search is performed in next couple of slices. If a match
is found then previous cell template is used to fill in the missing slices, otherwise
search is terminated in that direction. Once all the objects in maximum intensity
projected image are processed, then search is performed for leftover connected
objects in initial 3D segmented stack. If any object persists, has good overlap
with objects in neighboring slices and they have similar intensity profile, for
multiple slices then it is also included in the final segmented 3D stack.
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Results

We have used two sequences, S1 and S2, for evaluating our segmentation method.
Both contain squamous cell carcinoma cells (HSC3) genetically labeled with
GFP. Imaging was done with EC Plan NeoFluar 40x/0.75 air objective and Zeiss
Cell Observer spinning disc confocal microscope equipped with CO2 , humidity
and temperature controlled top stage incubator. Sequence S1 contains 59 image
stacks, consisting of 30 slices of 512x512 resolution with voxel size of 0.3x0.3x0.6
µm. Whereas sequence S2 contains 156 image stacks, consisting of 47 slices of
512x512 resolution with voxel size of 0.3x0.3x1.5 µm.
We have performed quantitative analysis only for sequence S1 because it
has sparser cell density and more rigid cell shapes. Since it is very labor intensive to generate detailed (pixel level labeling) good quality ground truth, we
have used bounding boxes of cells for evaluating our segmentation method. The
ground truth was generated by marking a rectangle on the maximum intensity
image from the top view, then two side views (maximum intensity projections)
of the selected volume were displayed and the cell’s bounds in z-direction were
marked in the view which best separated it from other cells and background.
The bounding boxes accurately marked the bounds of most cells but there were
instances in which better bounding boxes could have been drawn by inspection of
all slices at the expense of lot more manual effort. We have excluded cells which
were mostly outside the volume being imaged or that were on the boundary but
below a certain size from evaluation.
A cell detection is considered a potential true detection (true positive) if
overlap of its bounding box, D, with bounding box of any cell in ground truth
data, GT , is above a threshold, 0.5. Munkres assignment algorithm [15] with cost
1−overlap(D, GT ) is used to find bipartite matching between detected cells and
ground truth cells. The overlap is computed using:
overlap(D, GT ) =

|D ∩ GT |
|D ∪ GT |

(8)

We evaluate the performance of segmentation using precision and recall. Precision measures the proportion of detected cells that are also present in ground
truth data, while recall measures the proportion of cells in the ground truth that
are correctly detected. To get a single number for comparing different segmentation methods and selecting parameters, we have used F-measure:
F =2∗

P recision ∗ Recall
P recision + Recall

(9)

There are neither many openly available cell segmentation methods nor commonly used datasets, which makes it difficult to compare different methods. We
have used segmentation method [8] provided in Farsight toolkit as a baseline
because its code is openly available and it uses a method from a popular line
of research for separating individual cells from cell clusters (detecting individual
cells using blob detection). This method can automatically tune its parameters
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but on our sequences automatic parameters resulted in poor performance, it suffered from over-segmentation, so we manually adjusted its parameters. We have
quantitatively analyzed the performance of direct extension of our approach to
3D (using 3D grid graph with 6-connected neighborhood and without slice merging stage), referred to as “3D Graph Cuts”. We also provide results of two other
segmentation methods, MINS (Modular Interactive Nuclear Segmentation) [10]
and 3D MLS (3D Multiple Level Sets) [16].
Table 1 presents the quantitative results for sequence S1 and Fig. 8 shows the
segmentation for two image stacks from the same sequence. Our segmentation
method outperforms other methods in terms of both recall and precision with a
clear margin. Farsight and MINS resulted in over segmentation in cases where a
structure within a cell appeared very dim and in under-segmentation sometimes
when cells within a cluster did not have very rigid spherical shape. 3D MLS often
failed to separate cells when their intensity difference was not very high and it
often produced false positive detections in cell regions with somewhat distinct
intensities. 3D graph cuts resulted in slightly worse performance compared to
Farsight and MINS. It sometimes produced false detection above/below very
bright cells in the blurred regions as can be seen in the third column of Fig. 8,
where most of the false positive detections (red bounding boxes) are partly due
to this issue. It also sometimes resulted in under-segmentation in situations
similar to those shown in Fig. 1. Our method was able to cope with these issues
better by ignoring blurred joint objects in slices near extremities of cell clusters.
However there were still situations where our method failed to prevent cells from
expanding into blurred regions above/below them and resulted in errors (upper
left corner of images in second column of Fig. 8). One drawback of our approach
was that it produced rough surfaces of cells in z-direction compared to other
methods.

Fig. 8. Maximum intensity projection (view from top) for sequence S1. From left to
right: Original stack, our method, 3D Graph Cuts, Farsight, MINS and 3D MLC.
Bounding boxes showing the ground truth (yellow), false negatives (green) and false
positives (red) are marked.
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Table 1. Comparison of our method with Farsight, 3D Graph Cuts, MINS and 3D
MLS.

Our Method
3D Graph Cuts
Farsight [8]
MINS [10]
3D MLS [16]

TP

FP

FN

Precision Recall

F-measure Time (s)

446
361
373
391
335

36
203
176
226
273

48
133
121
103
159

0.90
0.64
0.68
0.63
0.55

0.91
0.68
0.71
0.70
0.61

0.92
0.73
0.75
0.79
0.68

17.87
31.82
97.43
86.47
27.90

Fig. 9. Maximum intensity projection (view from top) for sequence S2. From left to
right: Original stack, our method, 3D Graph Cuts, Farsight, MINS and 3D MLC.

We also tested our segmentation method on sequence S2, which was more
challenging as cells had very flexible shape. For this sequence our segmentation
method produced far better results compared to other methods. Figure 9 shows
the maximum intensity projection (top view) of couple of 3D image stacks along
with results from our method, 3D Graph Cuts, Farsight, MINS and 3D MLS.
Farsight and MINS were able to detect many cells correctly but were not able
to obtain accurate segmentations. MINS produced very compact segmentations
even when cells had very non-compact shapes and Farsight often failed to prevent
cell segmentations from encroaching into other cells and background despite the
presence of strong boundary in many instances. 3D MLS failed to detect many
actual cells (under-segmentation) and produced many false detections (oversegmentation), so its performance was worst among all the methods. 3D graph
cuts also suffered heavily from under-segmentation errors. Our method was able
to detect cells with decent accuracy most of the time and resulted in good
segmentation of most cells. However, in situations where cells had formed long
extensions, our method sometimes resulted in over segmentation or segmenting
those extensions as part of other nearby cells.
We also compared the running times of our method with other methods
for sequence S1 and Table 1 lists the average time required to process one 3D
image stack on Intel Core i7-3632QM with 8GB RAM. Both our method and 3D
graph cuts were written in Matlab and used C++ packages for finding min-cut
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of graphs. MINS was also written in Matlab while both Farsight and 3D MLS
were written in C++. MINS and Farsight had similar range of running times,
which was more than 3 times slower than 3D MLS. Our method was faster than
all these methods.
The performance of our method depends heavily on edge detector’s performance. We could not directly evaluate the performance of edge detector due
to difficulty of obtaining ground truth data but we replaced this edge detector
with conventional gradient detectors (sobel, prewitt) and they resulted in significant decrease, 13% decrease in F-measure, in performance of segmentation.
Most of the additional errors were under-segmentation errors, which occurred
when touching cells had a small intensity difference.
Our method was able to handle challenging (in terms of shape variability)
sequences better than other methods that we tested. However there were some
situations in which it produced errors. It usually resulted in under-segmentation
in situations where cells had a very weak boundary between them and edge detector could not produce strong response at those boundaries. It also occasionally
resulted in over-segmentation of cells, which were in-homogeneously stained and
contained multiple regions of significantly different intensities and as a result
caused the edge detector to produce high edge probabilities within cells.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

We have proposed a novel cell detection and segmentation method, which is able
to robustly separate touching cells in confocal microscopy image sequences. Experimental evaluation has shown that our method is able to cope with sequences
with very flexible cell shapes. We will in future explore the possibility of incorporating prior knowledge of cell shape within this processing pipeline which can
boost performance for sequences with rigid cell shapes. Another possible extension of our work, which can result in some performance boost is to adapt the
edge detector to microscopy data by extracting better features for edge detection
and using training data consisting only of fluorescent microscopy images.
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